Plant biotechnology in agriculture
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Abstract

Knowledge on plant genomes has progressed during the past few years. Two plant genomes, those of Arabidopsis thaliana and rice, have been sequenced. Our present knowledge of synteny also indicates that, despite plasticity contributing to the diversity of the plant genomes, the organization of genes is conserved within large sections of chromosomes. In parallel, novel plant transformation systems have been proposed, notably with regard to plastid transformation and the removal of selectable marker genes in transgenic plants. Furthermore, a number of recent works considerably widen the potential of plant biotechnology.
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1. Introduction

Prior to agriculture, humans lived as nomadic hunters and could survive solely on wild plant and animal resources. Noticing the immense wealth of the plant and animal kingdoms, their successful efforts to domesticate the wild species launched agriculture. Until very recently, plant breeding still relied solely on the accumulated experience of generations of farmers and breeders, that is, on sexual transfer of genes between plant species. However, recent developments in plant molecular biology and genomics now give us access to the knowledge and understanding of plant genomes and even the possibility of modifying them. Plant geneticists have adopted Arabidopsis thaliana as a model organism some years ago because of its small diploid genome (the Arabidopsis genome, at about 120 Mb, is amongst the smallest known plant genomes), low repetitive DNA content, and rapid reproductive rate. Now, the complete sequence of the genome of this plant is known, which will lead to the identification of all its 26,000 genes[1]. Based on this success, the sequencing of various cultivated plant genomes is now well underway (e.g. rice). The rice genome sequence provides a foundation for the improvement of cereals, our most important crops[2,3]. Most importantly, our present knowledge of synteny indicates that, despite plasticity contributing to the diversity of the plant genomes, the organization of genes is conserved within large sections of chromosomes[4–8]. This validates a posteriori the considerable efforts made on model species. Such progress has encouraged a massive surge in plant biotechnology, which is currently changing our vision of crop production and protection. Indeed, this technological progress enables us to insert useful genes into cultivated plants at an incomparably fast rate and, doubtless, in a much more precise manner than with conventional genetic methods.

2. Plant transformation

Genetic engineering techniques now allow us to transfer the genes of one species over to another species. Indeed, the intended uses aim to introducte new characters into an organism that otherwise would not have acquired them. These techniques can be applied generally to all living species: bacteria, fungi, viruses, animals, and plants. After undergoing genetic engineering, the organisms are referred to as genetically modified organisms (GMOs) to indicate that they
are organisms that have had their genetic profile altered in a laboratory. In the case of plants, one of the elements of the current social debate is based on the fact that these new transplanted characters can originate from a species totally unrelated to the receiving plant.

2.1. Transformation techniques and search for new selectable markers

The deliberate incorporation of genes in the nuclear genome of plants can be carried out using different techniques. One transfer method, known as the biolistic technique, consists in the gene of interest being coated onto either gold or tungsten particles [9]. The charged particles are then shot into plant cells using a gene-gun (the necessary criteria for the choice of these cells or plant tissues are that they be apt for transformation and permit later regeneration of a whole plant). After this operation, some cells are transformed; that is to say, they have integrated the gene of interest into their genome. The other major gene transfer technique uses the soil bacterium Agrobacterium tumefaciens, which has the natural property of inducing tumors (crown gall) in certain plants by transmitting a plasmid (T-DNA). This naturally occurring plant transformation results in the integration of virulent bacterial genes into the plant genome. Thanks to more than 20 years of intense research, the genes responsible for provoking the tumors have been eliminated from this plasmid and replaced by selected genes that can be inserted into the plant cells genome [10–15]. In every case, these transformation systems lead to random integration of the gene of interest in the receiving genome.

The transferred constructs generally contain a promoter element that allows the regulation of transgene expression, either quantitatively or in a specific manner. They also contain a selectable marker gene that codes for an easily recognizable characteristic, for example, a herbicide or antibiotic resistance gene. Only the rare transformed plants will survive on media containing the corresponding herbicide or antibiotic, thus providing a means for selection. To address the issue of the risk of spreading antibiotic/herbicide-tolerant genes in the environment, other systems have recently been developed. One system differs from conventional selection techniques as it is based on supplementing the transgenic cells with a metabolic advantage rather than killing the non-transgenic cells. For example, a selection technique is based on the use of mannose and the pmi bacterial gene encoding the enzyme phosphomannose isomerase. In plants, mannose is transformed into mannose-6P, which strongly inhibits growth. Only in those transgenic plants that acquire the pmi gene can mannose-6P be transformed further into fructose-6P, thereby allowing their survival on mannose rich culture media [16]. Another improvement in plant transformation is based upon the utilization of genes promoting endogenous hormone production under the control of chemical stimulants. One such system uses the isopentenyltransferase (ipt) gene from the Ti plasmid of A. tumefaciens to increase cytokinin levels. In the presence of the chemical inducer, transformed plant cells can be easily recognized by a shooty phenotype. When transformed shoots are transferred to an inducer-free medium, whole fertile plants can be recovered with high efficiency [17].

2.2. Engineering the nuclear genome without antibiotic resistance genes

Toward the need of limiting the presence of unnecessary genes in the plant products, there have been several attempts to remove transferred DNA in transgenic plants. One strategy is based on the use of the Cre-lox site-specific recombination system, which usually involves two steps. The first consists in transforming plants with a plasmid containing the transgene of interest and a resistance gene bordered by two lox sites. The second consists in a transformation with another plasmid containing the Cre gene encoding the recombinase. Transformed plants are crossed, and a segregation analysis of the F1 progeny is performed, allowing the identification of plants that only harbor the transgene of interest but not the selectable marker [18,19]. Overall, these two-step transformation processes are much more laborious than conventional transformation methods. Simplified single-step procedures have been recently published [20,21].

2.3. Engineering the plastid genome

Plastidial DNA transformation in certain species (tobacco in particular) is now under control. There are several advantages to developing this new technique. These include (a) the transfer of the desired genes solely via the female line (in most plant species, the pollen does not contain any plastids), thereby limiting the contamination of wild plants with transgenes carried on by pollen flow; (b) very high levels of transgene expression in genetically engineered plants (indeed, each plant cell contains many hundreds of plastids; furthermore, gene silencing, frequently observed in nuclear transgenic plants, has not been observed in genetically engineered chloroplasts); (c) targeted homologous recombination into the plastid genome [22,23]. As for the nuclear transgenic plants, several strategies have been developed for engineering chloroplasts that are free of antibiotic resistance markers [23,24].

Beyond this current stage, where the feasibility of plant transgenesis and its application in various fields (see below) has been proven, it is important to note that transgenesis is not as yet routinely applicable to all plant species. For example, the transformation of certain leguminous plants is still difficult to achieve [25].
3. Fields of application

Plants constitute the main food resource for animals and humans. This is why the foremost mission of agriculture is to produce plants in sufficient quantities to be able to respond to the absolute necessity of feeding the world. Today, this problem has become acute in the face of the demographic explosion, the erosion of arable land, and the development of intensive farming causing environmental damage. Genetic engineering of plants can offer good solutions to these problems [26–28].

For the past 10,000 years, man has endeavored to domesticate plants, selecting seed of preferred forms and culling out seed of undesirable types to produce each subsequent generation [29,30]. Plant breeding has brought about a spectacular increase in yields (e.g. an increase of between 5 and 10 times over the last century for cereal crops). Several traits have been considerably improved, for example, crop establishment, plant growth, plant resistance to pathogens and pests, and grain yield. This activity of domestication has, however, led to the breeding of species that are incapable of surviving in the wild and has attenuated, and even eliminated, certain mechanisms that the wild plants had developed to ensure their survival. This is the case, for example, with dormancy mechanisms, one of the multiple regulatory systems involved in seed germination. These dormancy periods benefit wild species because they allow seeds to remain viable while the conditions necessary for germination are unfulfilled, but this same factor poses a problem when it comes to cultivated species. In general, most cultivated plants have lost the typical invasiveness properties shown by wild plants, and their survival now solely depends on man, notably as regards the addition of chemical fertilizers and plant protection products.

Following on from this long tradition of plant breeding, the aims of plant biotechnology are manifold. Without being exhaustive, this presentation illustrates some applications that have the same goals as conventional breeding methods and others that are specific to transgenesis, being unattainable using a conventional approach.

3.1. Controlling plant development and yield

Important factors targeted by biotechnological approaches are dispersion and seed dormancy. For example, in the oilseed rape, the seeds that fall to the ground during dehiscence represent a loss of almost 20% of the harvest for the farmer. To address this problem, the genes responsible for silique opening during dehiscence have been identified in Arabidopsis thaliana [31]. Moreover, recent work has shown that it is possible to genetically control dormancy, with regard both to hormone biosynthesis (abscissic acid, gibberellins) and to transcription factors involved in the phenomenon [32]. Biotechnology can also play an important part in improving crop yield. There are many examples documenting this possibility. A recent one shows that enhanced activity of ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (an enzyme that plays a key role in regulating starch biosynthesis in cereal seeds) in wheat endosperm increases seed yield by as much as 40% [33].

There are many examples concerning herbicide, fungal pathogen, virus, and insect resistant plants, because large agrochemical companies are particularly active in this sector. Nonetheless, the progress made has not all been as regards technique. Fundamental knowledge of plants has, indeed, progressed enormously from these application-oriented studies. Let us underline, for example, the characterization of biosynthetic pathways for aromatic amino acids in plants (tryptophane, tyrosine, phenylalanine; the inhibitor for 5-enolpyruvoylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase, glyphosate, is the active ingredient in the commercial herbicide Roundup Ready), or that for the branched-chain amino acids (valine, isoleucine, leucine; the inhibitors for acetolactate synthase, sulfonylureas and imidazoliones, are among commercialized herbicides, the most active and specific acting at dose rates of a few grams per hectare [34].

The main arguments put forward for the intensive introduction of these transgenic plants in agriculture are the following. (a) The existence of farmer demand for techniques facilitating their work. Indeed, appropriate chemical treatment carried out during sowing can be enough to eradicate weeds. Moreover, these same plants, made pest resistant, would not need conventional chemical control. (b) The introduction in a susceptible plant of a tolerance to a selective herbicide would allow this particular herbicide’s market to be broadened. In addition, plant biotechnology could enable the development of herbicides that would otherwise never have been developed for lack of selectivity. (c) The development of such plants could considerably lessen production losses in cases with no treatment. (d) The use of these plants could bring about a major reduction in chemical treatments used on crops or encourage the use of products less toxic for the environment. Although a precise figure has still not been put to the economic and ecological benefits that could be generated by these new technologies, it should be pointed out that recent estimates in the US show a considerable reduction in the use of chemical insecticides, around 1000 tonnes, since the introduction of transgenic cotton that expresses the insecticidal Bt toxin derived from the soil bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis [35].

The success of current plant biotechnology is based on the hypothesis that resistance to herbicides, insects, and viruses can be obtained by inserting a limited number of genes into cultivated plants. This is well demonstrated by varieties of transgenic plants that are resistant to insects through expression of a single protein, the Bt toxin. In the same way, a resistance to insects can be obtained in cultivated plants through expression of protease inhibitors or a-amylase [36]. In the case of herbicides, this idea has been fuelled principally by the observation that the “simple” overexpression of target enzymes (whether natural or mutated) of these herbicides effectively renders transgenic lines tolerant. It is impor-
tant to note here that although commercial herbicides are extremely efficient, they are, nevertheless, often lacking in specificity, and therefore, their commercialization is largely dependent on the introduction of tolerance in the most widely grown crop species. This strategy favors de facto the development and commercialization of a restricted number of plant protection products. The following heavily debated problems could ensue: (a) natural resistance engendered by intensive use of a few herbicides (one solution would be to alternate crops and chemical treatments); (b) the modification of ecosystems, giving rise to the development of resistant pests (one solution would be the cultivation of non-transgenic crops amongst transgenic crops, serving as attractants, or refuge, for pests); (c) the dissemination of transgenes (in the face of this important question, we have mentioned above the possibility of introducing these genetic modifications not into the nuclear genome, but into that of the plastid. We have also mentioned the emergence of new marker genes, and of new strategies to remove the marker genes in both nuclear and plastid genomes, thus avoiding the questionable use of antibiotic and herbicide resistance genes).

3.2. Improving the tolerance of plants to biotic stresses

Environmental factors are essential components in crop yields. The introduction of resistance to heavy metals, salt, cold, and drought into crop plants has become a topic of major economic interest for agriculture. Genetically engineered drought- and salt-tolerant plants could provide an avenue to the reclamation of farmlands lost to agriculture because of salinity and a lack of rainfall. In the case of drought, we are beginning to understand certain extremely complex mechanisms through which seeds from orthodox plants acquire tolerance to desiccation during their final maturation period, when the seed becomes quiescent and its metabolism stops. Reviviscent plants, capable of supporting extreme hydrous stress, provide another model. Some of the genes associated with the acquisition of this tolerance to drought have been isolated and characterized. Based on this knowledge, there are several examples showing the feasibility of improving tolerance of plants to biotic stress by genetic engineering [37–39]. Finally, it is interesting to note that the genetic engineering of the signaling pathway implicating the gibberellin hormones allows the creation of plants that are more resistant to bad weather (wind, rain) [40].

The issue of the dissemination of such genes into the environment, however, is increasingly more important than in the case of those genes that confer a resistance to herbicides. This is because the genes for tolerance to biotic stresses could confer a real selective advantage to weeds, rendering them even more harmful.

3.3. The plant as a factory to produce useful molecules

A particularly fruitful area of research for the current interests of plant biotechnology concerns the improvement of the quality of plant products. It is clear that one can now alter the principal biosynthetic routes of the higher plants almost “at will” in order to make them synthesize new types of fatty acids, starch, and proteins. Their metabolite content, which is indispensable to animal and human nutrition (e.g. vitamins, essential amino acids), may also be modified. This is also the case for metabolites posing a problem to developing industrial applications (e.g. lignin, the principal constituent in wood, which poses problems in the paper industry). In the short and medium term, the potential for this area appears clearly to be much larger than those of resistance to herbicides or to insects that have been implemented until now. Although this is not an exhaustive list, this field of application is concerned with remodeling the constituents of oil and seed starch for not only nutritional and pharmaceutical but also industrial means (such as in detergents, lubricants, inks, polymers, cosmetics, plasticizers, biofuels, depolluting agents, etc.). It is also concerned with remodeling components essential to animal and human health (essential amino acids, vitamins) [34,41] plant metabolism rerouting for biodegradable plastic manufacture, or therapeutic proteins and enzymes (e.g. enzymes involved in lipid metabolism, vaccinal plants, monoclonal antibodies, etc.) [42–49].

This can be exemplified with some studies. The first exploits the specificity of plant metabolism and relates to the synthesis of essential amino acids (particularly lysine, threonine, and methionine) and of principal vitamins. It would appear that the levels of biosynthesis in these components are well adapted to plant needs (particularly those of the main field crops). On the other hand, they are not adapted to completely satisfy animal and human nutrition requirements. Therefore, nutritional deficiencies ensue, particularly severe in the populations of developing countries, which are more dependent on a supply of plants in their diet than are those of industrialized countries. To compensate for these deficiencies, plant biotechnology is aimed at improving the levels of those components in the field crops: for example, lysine and threonine in cereals, methionine in leguminous plants, and vitamins A and E in crucifers and rice, the latter constituting the staple food for a third of the world’s population. In certain cases, such research is producing promising responses (increase in the level of methionine and vitamins, for example) [50–52]. Increasing provitamin A content in rice is a major concern to prevent blindness in children. Rice endosperm does not contain any provitamin A. Transgenic rice containing four genes isolated from Narcissus and Erwinia has been obtained [51]. Some of the stable transgenic lines accumulate high amounts of provitamin A, giving the endosperm a yellow color; hence the name golden rice. On the other hand, the problem of controlling levels of lysine in cereals has not yet been resolved. However, research in this area has significantly contributed to enhancing knowledge of the mecha-
isms that regulate the homeostasis of essential amino acids in plants (particularly concerning the role of catabolism), and so we can reasonably hope that, on its completion, the technological barriers will be lifted.

4. Conclusion

A number of recent works considerably widen the potential of plant biotechnology. In addition, transformation and breeding techniques have evolved, allowing us to respond, at least in part, to criticisms raised by the use of transgenic plants in agriculture. The development of these plant biotechnologies even now provokes many reactions. Among these are reactions to fields of application, modes of use, increased competence in agricultural procedures by agrochemical companies (appropriation of living organisms, modification of agricultural practices), and the reality and eventual consequences of transferring these techniques to developing countries [53]. Despite this, undeniable progress has been recorded on a scientific level, allowing, thanks to these technologies, useful modification of plants. This allows us to envisage the feasibility of improving the nutritional conditions for animals and humans (such as yield increase, correction of nutritional deficiency, elimination of antinutritional components, vitamin intake) and health (protein and enzymes manufacture, vaccinal plants), to encourage the arrival of multiple new industry-oriented products and to produce crops that work in greater harmony with the environment in terms of their water requirements, pesticides, and fertilizers. These techniques, although still not quite perfected, are now in place. Considerable advances have been made in our knowledge of the biochemistry of plants and their genome. These appear to be technically compatible with a cautious and reasoned introduction, case by case, of transgenic plants into modern agriculture. The finalization of new breeding methods, not based on the use of antibiotics or herbicides, and the transformation of plastids provide examples that demonstrate a positive influence on the social debate surrounding the development of research in this area. All that remains, and there is consensus on this point, is to thoroughly evaluate the environmental impact of these transgenic crops. As stressed by Potrykus [52], we need more examples of the “golden rice” type.
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